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2Overview
• Project start date: 10/2005
• Project end date: 09/2007
• Percent complete: ~80%
• Barriers addressed
– “Understanding the behavior and drivers 
of the fuel and vehicle markets is 
necessary to determine the long-term 
applications. Another major issue is the 
hydrogen supply, vehicle supply, and 
the demand for vehicles and hydrogen 
are all dependent and linked. To 
analyze various hydrogen fuel and vehicle 
scenarios, models need to be developed 
to understand these issues and their 
interactions.” (MYRDDP, 4.0-11)• Total project funding
– $260K (DOE)
• Funding received in FY 2006
– $70K
• Funding for FY 2007
– $190K ($50K from systems 
analysis, $140K from 
technology validation)
Timeline
Budget
Barriers
• Varying degrees of collaboration 
with and/or feedback from:
– GM, Ford, DaimlerChrysler, RCF 
Economic Consulting, NERA 
Economic Consulting, PA 
Government Services, Knowledge 
Networks, Massachusetts Institute 
of Technology
Partners
3Objectives
• Quantify and better characterize the nature of 
the “chicken-and-egg” barrier of hydrogen 
stations and hydrogen vehicle demand
• Identify high leverage strategies and policies 
for the development of the hydrogen 
transportation market through spatial, 
temporal simulation 
4Approach
System Dynamics
– HyDIVE is a dynamic, spatial, and behavioral market 
simulation model (NOT an optimization model)
– System behavior results from decision-making 
processes of individuals (e.g., vehicle owners, refueling 
station owners)
– Spatial resolution is relevant to vehicle and station 
owners (current regional focus is southern California)
Discrete Choice Analysis
– HyDIVE vehicle choice model parameters are quantified 
via discrete choice analysis
– Data were obtained from respondents in southern 
California with a controlled design of experiment
5Approach: Main Feedback in HyDIVE (1)(2)
(1) See Struben, 2006a for exposition and analysis of the original model foundation
(2) Research at NREL is envisioned to be part of a larger model including additional relevant dynamics
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6Approach: Spatial, Dynamic Interdependence
Adapted from Struben, Welch, Sterman (2006) 
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Approach: Spatial Characterization for 
Discrete Choice Analysis 
8Approach: Example Discrete Choice 
Analysis Screen
9Technical Accomplishments/Progress/Results
• Initial HyDIVE model developed, capturing key interactions b/w 
vehicle demand and station coverage
• Early dynamic runs revealed that consumer sensitivity to 
station convenience is a key driver of dynamics
– Based on above analysis, model structure modified to better 
characterize station convenience
• Discrete choice analysis experiment designed to quantify 
consumer sensitivity to station convenience & other metrics
• Analysis of early discrete choice analysis data completed
• Parameters from discrete choice analysis input to HyDIVE
• Spatial, STATIC* analysis conducted to forecast market share 
for two different station configurations
– Parametric analysis done to quantify effects of fuel cost, vehicle 
price, and vehicle model availability
*While HyDIVE is a dynamic model, the scope of this task was limited to static market share forecast analysis. 
Future work would include dynamic analyses.
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Accomplishments: Early Dynamic Analyses 
Reveal Key Sensitivities and Spatial Behavior
O Total Adoption Fraction
Low Consumer 
Sensitivity to Station 
Convenience:
growth continues
Higher Consumer Sensitivity to 
Station Convenience: growth 
collapses, investment “wasted”
Vehicle Market Share:
station subsidy 
removed
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Accomplishments: Modeling of Driving 
Patterns -- Combining Theory and Data
Example trip 
distribution for one 
driver living here
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* Data still needs to be inspected and reviewed for proper context. 
<http://nhts.ornl.gov/2001/html_files/download_directory.shtml>
642,292 trips from National Household 
Transportation Survey, V4.0, July 2005.
Consumer driving patterns model structure improved 
(important to understand station convenience)
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Accomplishments: Analysis of a 400-Station Layout Scenario, 
Spatial Attribute Calculation and Forecast Market Share
Fueling convenience attributes and equilibrium sales forecast (400-station case). Ten hydrogen FCV models; 
$3.00/kg hydrogen (before taxes); vehicle price same as equivalent gasoline ICE 
Source: Welch, C., "Using 
HyDIVE™ to Analyze 
Hydrogen Scenarios," 
NREL/TP-560-41363, Golden, 
CO: National Renewable 
Energy Laboratory, 
Forthcoming 2007. 
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Accomplishments: Analysis of a 750-Station Layout Scenario, 
Spatial Attribute Calculation and Forecast Market Share
Fueling convenience attributes and equilibrium sales forecast (750-station case). Ten hydrogen FCV models; 
$3.00/kg hydrogen (before taxes); vehicle price same as equivalent gasoline ICE 
H2 Station
Gas Station
Source: Welch, C., "Using 
HyDIVE™ to Analyze 
Hydrogen Scenarios," 
NREL/TP-560-41363, Golden, 
CO: National Renewable 
Energy Laboratory, 
Forthcoming 2007. 
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Accomplishments: Parametric “Equilibrium” 
Analysis for a 400-Station Scenario
Source: Welch, C., "Using HyDIVE™ to Analyze Hydrogen Scenarios," NREL/TP-560-41363, Golden, CO: 
National Renewable Energy Laboratory, forthcoming 2007 
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Accomplishments: Parametric “Equilibrium” 
Analysis for a 750-Station Scenario
Source: Welch, C., "Using HyDIVE™ to Analyze Hydrogen Scenarios," NREL/TP-560-41363, Golden, CO: 
National Renewable Energy Laboratory, forthcoming 2007 
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Accomplishments: Sensitivity Analysis of 
Forecast Market Share to Various Attributes
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with $3/kg H2 (before taxes)
Source: Welch, C., "Using HyDIVE™ to Analyze Hydrogen Scenarios," NREL/TP-560-41363, Golden, CO: 
National Renewable Energy Laboratory, forthcoming 2007 
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Accomplishments: Sensitivity Analysis of 
Forecast Market Share to Various Attributes
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Reference Case: equivalent to 100% H2 station coverage 
with equivalent fuel cost (on a $/mile basis)
Source: Welch, C., "Using HyDIVE™ to Analyze Hydrogen Scenarios," NREL/TP-560-41363, Golden, CO: 
National Renewable Energy Laboratory, forthcoming 2007 
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Future Work
• FY 2007
– Complete NREL technical report (in review when this presentation
was submitted; should be complete by merit review date)
– Complete discrete choice analysis based on final data set … formally 
document methodology/parameters in separate report
– Compare HyDIVE with other models (e.g., HyTRANS, RCF CAS 
model) to determine potential synergies, overlaps, gaps, etc. 
• Beyond FY 2007 (contingent upon funding)
– Incorporate additional dynamics and data into HyDIVE (e.g., vehicle 
availability, diffusion of technology awareness, etc.)
– Make endogenous H2 price at station using H2A
– Dynamic strategy/scenario/policy analysis
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Future Work: Rigorous Modeling of 
Dynamics of Vehicle Availability
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Future Work: Scenario/Strategy Analysis
Initial station “seed” Static output (e.g., demand, 
station profitability, etc.)
Dynamic output (to test 
strategies/polices)
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Summary
Relevance: Characterizes and better quantifies the nature of the H2
station coverage and vehicle demand chicken-and-egg problem
Approach: Spatial, dynamic, behavioral modeling using system dynamics; 
discrete choice analysis to quantify key parameters
Accomplishments: Early dynamic results to illuminate key areas to 
characterize and quantify; discrete choice analysis executed and
analyzed; parameters input to HyDIVE to conduct parametric static, 
spatial analysis of market share for two station scenarios
Proposed Future Work: Include additional relevant dynamics into model; 
make fuel cost and vehicle availability endogenous; compare HyDIVE 
with other models to assess similarities, gaps, overlaps
Cory Welch
Cory_Welch@nrel.gov, 303-275-4436
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Additional Slides
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Analysis Tools Employed
System Dynamics
Mapping, Animation, Station 
Selection, Tornado Charts
Discrete Choice Analysis: 
Parameter Estimation
Data Input/Output Interface
